
TWO WAY ANOVA ON SPSS

Step-by-step instructions on how to perform a two-way ANOVA in SPSS Statistics using a relevant example. The
procedure and testing of assumptions are.

Some of you may notice that this question is actually the null hypothesis in a chi-square test. You can learn
more about interval and ratio variables in our article: Types of Variable. Example independent variables that
meet this criterion include gender 2 groups: male or female , ethnicity 3 groups: Caucasian, African American
and Hispanic , profession 5 groups: surgeon, doctor, nurse, dentist, therapist , and so forth. Note that
participants without any diet -all exercise levels taken together- lost an average of 2. However, before we
introduce you to this procedure, you need to understand the different assumptions that your data must meet in
order for a two-way ANOVA to give you a valid result. We're going to test if the means for weight loss after
two months are the same for diet, exercise level and each combination of a diet with an exercise level. This is
more of a study design issue than something you would test for, but it is an important assumption of the
two-way ANOVA. Assumption 4: There should be no significant outliers. The situation in the much larger
population may be different. It assesses whether the population variances of our dependent variable are equal
over the levels of our factors. In order to find out, participants were assigned to one of 3 diets and one of 3
exercise levels. Examples of continuous variables include revision time measured in hours , intelligence
measured using IQ score , exam performance measured from 0 to , weight measured in kg , and so forth. We'll
do so by running the syntax below. For our ANOVA, later on, we need to know if our design is balanced: are
the percentages of participants in each diet equal over exercise levels? The Atkins and vegetarian diets
resulted in 6. Assumption 6: There needs to be homogeneity of variances for each combination of the groups
of the two independent variables. Estimates of effect size will add partial eta squared in our output. However,
we're looking at just a tiny sample. We'll run it and discuss the results. It's not allowed for a single person to
appear as more than one case, which holds for our data. Next, we'd like to inspect the frequency distribution
for weight loss with a histogram. Assumption 3: You should have independence of observations, which means
that there is no relationship between the observations in each group or between the groups themselves. In a
similar vein, we see a somewhat stronger main effect for exercise with means running from 2. For example,
there must be different participants in each group with no participant being in more than one group.
Assumption 2: Your two independent variables should each consist of two or more categorical, independent
groups. Result We have cases indeed. The problem with outliers is that they can have a negative effect on the
two-way ANOVA, reducing the accuracy of your results. And that's exactly what we'll run next. You can find
out about our enhanced content as a whole here , or more specifically, learn how we help with testing
assumptions here. Just remember that if you do not run the statistical tests on these assumptions correctly, the
results you get when running a two-way ANOVA might not be valid. Assumption 5: Your dependent variable
should be approximately normally distributed for each combination of the groups of the two independent
variables. Result Note that each cell combination of diet and exercise level holds 20 participants. Even when
your data fails certain assumptions, there is often a solution to overcome this.


